UNA PORTA SUL FIUME
HERBERT HAMAK, COSTAS VAROTSOS
14 - 23 OCTOBER 2021
DOGANA DI FIUME

Herbert Hamak e Costas Varotsos - installation view, Dogana di Fiume, Verona

Una Porta sul Fiume
Herbert Hamak, Costas Varotsos
Studio la Città, in collaboration with the Musei Civici di
Verona - Museo di Castelvecchio , Galleria Giorgio Persano
in Turin and the Canoa Club Verona.
Studio la Città has elaborated a collaborative project with the
Canoa Club, the “custodian” of the old Adige River “Dogana”
building. Built in 1792, it is one of the most suggestive places in
Verona and at sunset, offers an enchanting dance of reflections
on the water that can also be seen from Lungadige Pasetto and
Ponte Navi.
For the enhancement of this venue, Studio la Città has organized
a series of events, structured in several episodes and entitled
Una Porta sul Fiume.

Opening
Thursday 14 October 2021, 5:30 > 7:30 pm
(by reservation, subject to availability)

ISWA special evening
Sunday 17 October, 6:30 pm> 9:30 pm
(by reservation, subject to availability)

LOCATION
DOGANA DI FIUME,
CORTE DOGANA, 6 - VERONA

EXHIBITION PERIOD
14 - 23 OCTOBER 2021

OPENING HOURS
15 OCTOBER AND 16 OCTOBER, 5PM TO 7PM
18 OCTOBER TO 23 OCTOBER, 4PM TO 6PM
FREE ACCESS. MANDATORY GREEN PASS.

Studio la Città has defined a collaboration project with the Canoa
Club that is the “custodian” of the former Dogana di Fiume. For
the enhancement of this venue, Studio la Città has launched a
series of events entitled Una Porta sul Fiume. The project will be
presented on Thursday October 14 at 5.30 p.m. on the occasion
of the program of events related to ArtVerona 16 and Vinitaly
Special Edition. This year, the two fairs will share the
same day for the first time: Sunday October 17.

EXHIBITION REALISED IN
COLLABORATION WITH

Taking up the proposal o synergy suggested by the Fair, Studio la
Città has involved the world of wine in a project realised with
ISWA -Italian Signature Wines Academy, an institution that
brings together nine of the most impost Italian wine companies.
For this occasion, the companies of the group, renew the
interest of mutual exchange by creating with Studio la Città two
events creating specifically in the spaces of the Dogana di Fiume.
The companies of the group will be present at Vinitaly Special
Edition - Hall 6, stand C4.
A series of installations created by the artists Herbert Hamak
and Costas Varotsos will be placed on the Adige's shores, in
dialogue with the water and its light refractions.
HERBERT HAMAK

Born in 1952 at Unterfranken, Germany. Lives and works in Hammelburg, Germany.
Painting or sculpture? The work of Herbert Hamak does not enter the traditional
categories of art, rather it focuses on the purity of colour, exalted by astute use of light,
filtered through the resin. Hamak has often placed his work in relation to the existing
natural environment or historical monuments. Examples are the extraordinary
installation created in 2004 on the façade of the cathedral of Atri. In 2007, Hamak placed
his resin columns between the crenelations of the monumental complex of
Castelvecchio which was accompanied by an exhibition installation in direct contact with
the sculptures in the exceptional Sculpture Gallery inside the museum. His work cannot
be seen as canonical interventions of sculpture, rather Hamak utilizes the buildings,
facades and spaces as a painter uses the canvas or frame.
In the suggestive frame of the river Customs building, the artist will exhibit a series of
coloured columns on the edge of the river bed near the staircase that faces the Adige
river. These works of different dimensions will be illuminated and seen from Lungadige
Pasetto and Ponte Navi.
In this location, Hamak’s coloured columns will evoke the colours of the frescos of the old
Fiorio Della Seta palace which overlooked the river but no longer exists. The model of the
building and some frescos removed before the demolition to build the river
embankment, are conserved in the Museo degli Affreschi and testify to its beauty and
richness.

COSTAS VAROTSOS
Born in 1955 in Athens Greece where he lives and works.
Glass has always been the protagonist of the artistic production of Varotsos, who
prefers large dimensions as a testimony to his reflection on the existential issues of
life and humankind such as space, time, nature and energy. Working together with
monumentality and poetic depth for the final realization, in a gesture as essential as
the horizontal line between sky and earth. The minimalism of his work coincides
with those of his ideas: light, transparency, energy, movement, time, balance.

In compliance with the current
regulations, access to all events will
be allowed only to people with a
GREEN PASS which will be requested
and checked at the entrance together
with a valid identity document.

The work Horizon by Costas Varotsos, previously exhibited in the garden of the
Museo di Castelvecchio, is strictly connected to the theme of water and will be
located in front of the façade of the old palace that housed the former “Dogana” of
Verona. The large-scale iron and glasswork, dating from 1996, testifies the artist’s
search for balance between human intervention and nature.
For further information and images, contact:
Marta Fraccarolo - Press Office, Studio la Città | +39 045597549 | ufficiostampa@studiolacitta.it

